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Hanna Madsen

Hanna Madsen is a player character played by Immortal Cyan.

Hanna Madsen

1)

Species: Nekovalkyrja, Type 33
Gender: Woman

Date of Birth: YE 38
Organization: Star Army of Yamatai/Danko Clan
Occupation: Star Army Soldier

Occupational Code: 01
Rank: Ittô Hei

Current Placement: Central Fleet Depot

Physical Description

Height: 4’9”
Mass: 115.3 pounds
Measurements: 32E-25-42

At 4’9” and 125 pounds, Hanna is a petite yet amply-built young Neko. Given her compact frame, the
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feminine contours of her silhouette are obvious even at a passing glance. Her wide hips, plump backside,
and thick thighs are also a conspicuous feature of her silhouette. She has dark brown skin with golden
undertones and her natural hair is cyan, often drawn loosely in a full and high ponytail. She grooms her
eyebrows to a dramatically arched shape2), often using cosmetics to draw a perfect edge along their
circumference. Hanna’s eyes are wide set, the irises of which are light green. She has a small, rounded
nose and full lips painted with magenta lipstick. These features complement her softly angled jawline,
which gives her face a heart-shaped profile. On the side of her head, she has sharp Neko-style ears,
which are thickly coated with cyan fur.

Hanna has a piping, high-pitched voice. However, when she is emotionally charged her voice can take on
a shrill pitch.

Personality

Hanna is not a shy woman, however, among her peers, she is very discriminating with her trust and will
quickly relinquish a potential acquaintance or friend if she perceives a slight to her character. To
demonstrate, these “affronts” are often simply jokes made at her (minor) expense, negative facial
expressions and body communications, or irritating habits and compulsions practiced in her presence.
Conversely, Hanna is much more generous with her trust around higher-ranking Nekos, veteran soldiers,
and officers. While many regard Hanna to be a haughty and high-strung woman, in truth, Hanna is
cynical because of her low self-esteem and her developing social skills. When working within a team,
Hanna prefers to remain invisible. However, she interacts with her teammates in an isolated setting, so
as to avoid feelings of self-consciousness that arise whenever she speaks in a public sphere.

Goals: Perfect Refinement of Fighting (Marksmanship, Hand-to-Hand Combat, Awareness) and Athletic
(Running, Jumping, Strength, Agility) Skills, Attain a Pilot Ranking of AAA

Likes: Cosmetics, Athletics, Reading, Training

Dislikes: Jokes at her and others expense, Small Talk, Disorganization
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History

Hanna Madsen's RP history is detailed and narrated in the section below.

Pre-RP

Created in Kyoto on Yamatai in YE 38, Hanna underwent Socialization training at Fort Victory Reserve
Center. Because of the relative youthfulness of her newly created peers, Hanna was a frequent target of
bullying because of her abnormally high voice pitch. As socialization and basic training progressed, many
of Hanna’s peers stopped engaging in their harassment of her, however, these engagements were
formative experiences for Hanna and they shaped her worldview and personality. Despite these
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setbacks, Hanna proved to be among the fastest and most athletic members of her training group. She
also excelled in combat and marksmanship exercises. After completing basic training, Hanna was initially
assigned to the YSS Excalibur, but was soon transferred to the YSS Kaiyō.

YSS Kaiyō

Shortly after her transfer from the YSS Excalibur, Hanna saw combat combat when the YSS Kaiyō was
boarded by Mishhuvurthyar. During the fighting, she killed 7 NMX Neko and an incalculable number of
parasites. Unfortunately, Matsuvo Shinomori was killed when a Reaper NMX Neko shot a plasma cannon
round into his head. The captain of the YSS Kaiyō, Teien Eden, was also killed when a Ghost
Mishhuvurthyar phased broodlings into her. Hanna sustained a minor concussion during the fighting,
after headbutting a Reaper NMX and taking multiple hits to the head from a parasite swarm. Ultimately,
her concussion and the befuddled mental state that followed resulted in an amorous encounter with
Kawazoe, Riku.

After the mission and soul transfers were complete, Hanna Madsen did Teien Eden's makeup for her
wedding. While shopping for Eden, Hanna met Deio Asuka and built a closer relationship with her.

Hanna saw combat once again, when the squadron came into contact with a SAoY escape pod.
Unfortunately, there were no life signs within the escape pod. However, in an apparent ambush attack,
three cruisers and ten bombers uncloaked and attacked the Kaiyō and it's crew. During the battle, Hanna
killed one of the bombers when she penetrated the glass with her forearm aetheric projector blades.
After a general retreat was called, the Kaiyō was absorbed by the blast of its own aether shock cannon,
and sent into another universe.

When the Kaiyō was teleported to another universe, they came face to face with a lookalike ship and
crew. Hanna Madsen met her counterpart and engaged her amiable conversation, however, many other
members of the YSS Kaiyō crew found their counterparts to be distasteful. After returning to her home
ship, they crew of the YSS Kaiyō found that they were being towed by the IYS Kaiyō.

For a month, the Hanna and the crew of the YSS Kaiyō were trapped in the alternate universe and the
ship itself. When the YSS Kaiyō was boarded by infantry from the IYS Kaiyō, Hanna was ordered to defend
the ship from the boarders. The enemy infantry stood down after Hanna quickly decapitated one of their
number. The power armor infiltrators were ordered to take off their power armor and to present
themselves for capture. After the defense, Hanna and a small team of infantry boarded the IYS Kaiyō to
retrieve a Transuniversal Teleportation Drive. Hanna personally killed the alternate version of Eden
during the engagement.

Quote from Mission Shichi: Yugen
“Hanna fired her submachine gun at the flying Neko until the final split-second, when she boosted
laterally out of the vicious arc of the aether saber. In an instant, she was out of melee range and shot
another pulse of aetheric energy towards the Neko. With that action, Hanna had only slightly decreased
the chances of a melee engagement. The tall Neko would likely continue to press her advantage. After
shooting another pulse, Hanna swiftly boosted seven meters past the oncoming Neko, whilst aiming a
lethal hit-and-run slash at the tall Neko's neck with her aether saber bayonet. The Neko Hanna had
slashed reared her head back just before it split from her neck and fell tumbling to the ground. Hanna
had found a lucky place between the helmet and neck piece where the armor was substituted for a more
flexible material—one much less capable of standing up to aether weaponry than the rest of her suit.”
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With the Transuniversal Teleportation Drive, the crew of the YSS Kaiyō successfully escaped from the
alternate universe.

Along with most of the old crew of the YSS Kaiyō, Hanna was reassigned to the YSS YSS Kaiyō II,
captained by Taiyou Hoshi. Hanna's relationship with her new captain had a poor start, receiving a
demotion for speaking out of turn when she inquired about William's combat eligibility.

Quote from Sword Quest
“Let's not tie ourselves up with semantics Chusa,” Hanna began as a bitter expression crossed her
features, “You are correct, I question why the boy has to go when he has no black marks on his combat
record. Orders such as these are the actions of a paranoid commander who, feeling insecure in her
authority, seeks to impose unnecessary orders on her soldiers.” Hoshi's pink lips pinched together and
she tilted her head. The blue top of her hair fell over her arm so that the white tips curled upwards and
stayed on top of her elbow for a moment before falling. “What would your last commanding officer say
about this? Would she let this slide off of her shoulders, smile, and bend to your whims?” Hoshi asked,
then went on before Hanna could answer. “Or would you never question her because of your loyalty?
You're showing me very little loyalty, even already. You are demoted to the rank of Santô Hei, Hanna
Madsen-hei.” She looked at Hanna with a little bit of that smile again as she said, “But William stays on
the ship.”

After informing Rei that William would be allowed to stay on the ship, Hanna was ordered to travel to
Xiuluria, Yamatai to procure a new set of swords for the princess. After the trip, Hanna was allowed to
keep the weapons, a decision that confused yet, excited Hanna.

The new Fuji-class Expeditionary Gunship, the YSS Kaiyō II was deployed back to the front, an away team
was sent down to Komorebi to investigate an incident that occurred on a SAoY cabin outpost planetside.

During the month that it took for the ship to arrive at Komorebi, Hanna began training in the Twin Dragon
Form with William, training as his informal kohei. She also developed a close relationship with Mikodimus
Liber Belmont.

Quote from Celestial Harmony
“I think I would like that, so would this count as our first date then?” Hanna let a confused, yet
pleasantly surprised expression cross over her features. Although she had been with many people in
bed, she had never been on a real date before. From what she had heard about them, dates generally
involved movies, parks, roller coasters, and sightseeing. As she thought more deeply about it, Hanna
realized that she was on a date of sorts. Hanna looked out of the zesuaium window, glancing at the
passing stars and the universe itself. In a sense, she was sightseeing with Miko, which fulfilled one of the
qualifying activities that defined a date for her. “I…think it would…Miko…”, Hanna said in a soft voice as
she nuzzled on Miko’s neck.

In the ensuing assault on the L'Kor station, Hanna died after her teleportation device malfunctioned
during the extraction.

Skills Learned

Hanna Madsen's skills are detailed and quantified in the section below.

Star Army Common Skills
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Fighting: In addition to her basic and preprogrammed Star Army hand-to-hand combat training,
Hanna is highly familiar and skilled with the Twin Dragon style of sword play on account of her
tutelage under William and her training with the Danko Clan. In addition, she also has training in
Neju Koyu, polearms (such as the naginata), and the kusarigama. Although she has not yet
underwent infantry training, Hanna has seen plenty of combat. She is a skilled and patient
markswoman, despite her lack of formal infantry marksmanship training.
Physical: Hanna is an experienced lifter and a skilled athlete. She trains her body daily through
various high intensity sprinting and jumping workouts, lifting workouts, and swordsmanship
lessons. In comparison to the average NH-33, she has an especially fast top running speed, a high
vertical leap, and a high bench press and squat max. To summarize, Hanna has an exceedingly
above average fitness level for an NH-33. Although she still retains a soft and voluptuous outward
form, Hanna has gained muscle mass because of her training routine.
Entertainment: Hanna is a highly experienced and skilled lover. She has a strong stamina and an
excessively high libido.
Art and Vocations: Hanna is extremely skilled in the application of real and volumetric makeup.
Although she greatly prefers applying real makeup, Hanna can match colors and create visual
effects just as well through both mediums of application. Her skills have been put to use through
casual and practical usage. She often wears dramatic and colorful makeup looks on duty, often
skirting the official Star Army appearance regulations.

4)

Social Connections

Hanna Madsen is connected to:

Janna Madsen (Batch-Sister)
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YSS Kaiyō II Crew

Inventory & Finance

Hanna Madsen has the following items:

Star Army Standard Issue Items

Full Set of Cosmetics (Makeup, Hair Products, Skincare Products)

Star Army Ring: This silver commemorative ring has the YSS Kaiyō laser etched onto the top of the
genuine sapphire with the name of the ship, YSS Kaiyō written into the bottom of the gemstone.

Hanna Madsen's Mindy

Hanna Madsen's Mindy loadout is detailed and quantified in the table below.

Ke-M2-4 Series "Mindy" Armor

Left Shoulder Dorsal Right Shoulder

Ke-M2-G3000 Shoulder Capacitor Weapon Storage
Ke-M2-W2913 Aether/Scalar
Submachine Gun and SiZi Model 38
Special Duty Revolver

Leg Pods utility/cargo Handheld
Ke-M2-W2907-ARMA Anti-Radar Missile
Avoidance Countermeasure Augmentation
Pods

Star Army Butt Pack,
Type 29 Ke-W5-1A Light Armor Tactical Rifle

Left Waist Wings / Tail Right Waist

2 Ke-M2-W3901 Aether Blade Wakizashi No/No 2 Star Army Scalar Pulse Grenades,
Type 30
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Finances

Hanna Madsen's finances are detailed and quantified in the table below.

Total Savings Addition Subtraction Reason
3,000 KS Starting Funds
2,800 KS 200 KS Makeup Kit
13,500 KS 10,700 KS Paycheck for Sangatsu-Hachigatsu (YE 39)
12,500 KS 1,000 KS Elven Dress
6,500 KS 6,000 KS Donation to Yuumi/Chiharu Campaign
15,900 KS 9,400 KS Paycheck for Kugatsu-Sangatsu (YE 39-40)

Confirmed Kills

Hanna Madsen's confirmed kills are detailed and enumerated below.

Confirmed Kills
Total 33

Mission Go: Dôshiyô 7 (PA/Infantry mix)
Mission Roku: Genjitsu Tōhi 1 Bomber

Mission Shichi: Yugen 4 PA, 1 Infantry
Mission Eight: Hangeki 1 Unarmored L'Kor, 19 PA L'Kor

OOC Information

In the case Immortal Cyan becomes inactive:

Can this character be used as an NPC by a GM or FM? NO
Can this character be adopted after I am gone for a year? NO

Character Data
Character Name Hanna Madsen
Character Owner Immortal Cyan
Character Status Inactive Player Character
Current Location Central Fleet Depot
Star Army Personnel Database
SAOY Career Status Reserve
SAOY Rank Ittô Hei
SAOY Occupation Star Army Soldier
SAOY Assignment Central Fleet Depot
SAOY Entry Year YE 38
DOR Year YE 43
Orders Orders
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See: High Arch
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Art by madichams, Minor Edit by Kim
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Novaeu Art by Ametheliana
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